
Mobile Development 
with React Native



React Native at STX Next

Although STX Next is mostly a Python software house, we see great potential in mobile app 

development. Facing customer needs and our developers’ interests, we started building a team of React 

Native professionals to work on native mobile apps. 

Market conditions and awareness of technical limitations are crucial when deciding if your business 

really needs a native mobile app or just a Progressive Web App, which is somehow limited.

React Native, on the other hand, offers everything that is available for pure native apps, developed in 

Swift, Obj-C, Kotlin or Java. What is more, instead of using these specialized pure native languages, 

React Native requires only JavaScript expertise.

For example, if your product needs push notifications, Bluetooth, background geolocation, file system 

access or other functionality, or if you simply care about the best user experience, you should bet on a 

React Native solution. The example features mentioned before have already been successfully 

implemented within STX Next projects.



React Native Apps



Featureszappi is a UK-based startup focusing on education.

Their goal is to revolutionize how temp teachers cooperate 

with local schools. The app allows temp teachers to find 

work at UK schools in a simple way.

Set your own availability, and benefit from receiving live 

job notifications within a transparent, two-way feedback 

system that ensures you're ready for each job whilst 

cutting out the need for agency calls and lots of paperwork.

Within this comprehensive project, STX Next created a 

mobile app for teachers, a web app for school managers 

and a backend solution in Python with GraphQL. We also 

designed the majority of the UI/UX.

Firebase (Google Cloud) implemented to handle:

push notifications, Google Analytics, crash reporting,  

A/B Testing, remote configuration, which allows partially 

modifying the app without the need to update 

it via the App Store;

privacy: the app notifies when it has access to the user’s 

location and the user can always stop geolocation 

sharing;

geolocation: the teacher’s location is being reported to 

the school manager, so it can be reported if the teacher 

is late;

teachers can receive push notifications and SMS alerts 

for new offers and offer changes.

zappi



Features

control every aspect of a smart home - lights, roller

shutters, windows, doors, thermostats, cameras, etc.

control smart devices through local WiFi or globally 

through the cloud

control smart devices through local WiFi or globally 

through the cloud

app supports Siri shortcuts for voice control,

dark and light visual themes, 

deep customization.

This Internet of Things solution consists of both

hardware and software. 

The hardware products allows users augment non-smart 

devices with smart functionalities, making them part of the 

ecosystem. The app controls smart devices connected to a 

home center, either through WiFi (if the user is at home) or 

using the client’s cloud infrastructure (available from any 

part of the world).

The solution is also compatible with thousands of popular 

smart devices, including Sonos, iRobot, Philips Hue and 

others.

The client’s solutions have already been in use at homes 

for many years. Now, they decided to switch to React 

Native instead of maintaining their iOS and Android apps 

separately.

Smart home and 
automation solution



FeaturesOne of our long term clients decided to invest 

in a mobile application. After gathering the 

requirements and analyzing the risks and budget,  

we suggested using React Native.

Signal Kit is the complete communication suite for K-12 

community. With cloud-based mass communication, 

internal collaboration, business intelligence and industry 

leading oversight. 

Signal Kit mobile app is another project developed at STX 

Next, that aims at education market. It helps with 

communication between school and parents, supporting 

private and group messages, media sharing and alerts.

For this project, ease of use and user experience was very 

important. STX Next suggested to use React Native, 

instead of hybrid or web solutions.

push notifications

Deep Linking (Android) and Universal Links (iOS) allows 

the user to open links directly in the app, starting at a 

specific screen

access to the camera and camera roll

supports translations of other user’s posts based on 

preferences

Signal Kit



FeaturesThis project is our developers’ own initiative. 

Before working on commercial projects, our Gdańsk

team decided to hone their React Native skills by

creating a working product.

The app uses a Machine Learning engine to analyze the 

user’s musical taste and suggest musical venues nearby 

that might be suitable.

The App uses Python with Django on the backend, which 

plays well with React Native and is widely used at STX 

Next.

Although the app is about musical events 

recommendation, it is developed in a generic way - it could 

easily be changed to support restaurants, movies, 

conferences or travel destinations.

React Native frontend

Python Django backend

recommendation engine based on Machine Learning

Google Maps implementation to show events

custom caching mechanism allows the app to be used in 

offline mode

 the general structure of the app would make it easy to 

repurpose for restaurants, movies, travel, etc.

Koncertowskaz
(Gigpointer)



FeaturesThis app is another one of our own initiatives.

 It is being developed pro publico bono 

in cooperation with a local NGO in Gdańsk.

The app has been created as to support a local legislature 

initiative to disallow unsightly ads, posters and billboards, 

which is a major problem in city planning in Gdańsk. 

The app uses a serverless backend, Firebase (part of 

Google Cloud). This allowed us to greatly reduce the 

development cost of the app. The total development cost 

of the project was merely 10 man-days. 

sign in to the app using email, Facebook or your Google 

account;

anonymous read-only mode for people who do not 

want to share their personal data;

report pins are visible to all users on Google Maps;

attach photos to reports by taking them directly

via the app or from your gallery;

offline mode support out of the box via Google Firebase.

Adblock Gdansk (VIP)



Other React Native projects by STX Next developers

● log glucose levels, insulin, carbohydrates 

and other data;

● sync data with supported glucometers via 

Bluetooth;

● visualize data using charts and other 

methods;

● export data to PDF to send it to a doctor;

● integrated with FatSecret food database 

for the composition of custom meals.

Medical companion app for
people with diabetes

● a plugin for other mobile apps (not standalone);

● highly customizable;

● can be part of existing pure iOS, Android 

or React Native apps.

Bidding platform plugin

● created to help overcome the humanitarian 

crisis in northern Africa and southern Europe;

● map of services where refugees can get shelter, 

shower, food, legal or medical aid;

● integrated news feed to help refugees 

understand local culture;

● core app functionality designed to work on 

low-end mobile devices, manufactured in 2012 

or later.

App for NGOs



Frameworks and libraries
Commonly used in React Native projects



Features

Firebase is Google's mobile platform that helps quickly 

develop high quality apps to grow your business. It simplifies 

many development tasks, allowing teams to deliver 

functionalities faster.

For most mobile apps developed at STX Next, we use it to provide Push 

Notifications, Analytics, Crashlytics, A/B testing, and more.

For some projects that do not require complex a backend solution—which 

would usually be written in Python, for example—we use Firebase as a 

serverless backend, which allows us to store user data on the Firebase cloud 

infrastructure. It also provides a rich authentication module, allowing users 

to sign in to the app using Facebook, Google or other social media accounts 

with relatively low costs of development.

Firebase might be the perfect choice for startups wanting to build an MVP 

of their product.

Google Firebase



Features

React Navigation is the most commonly used navigation 

library for React Native.

It is highly customizable, allowing us to change almost every part of the 

navigation process.

Although it is designed for both iOS and Android, the default configuration 

respects platform-specific guidelines, making the app look slightly different 

on iOS and Android, to stay consistent with the rest of the system and with 

other apps.

React Navigation



Features

Every app need to store its internal state in some way in the 

memory. This state may include which user is currently 

logged into the app, for example.

For apps that use GraphQL on the backend, we use Apollo Client. It allows 

us to easily fetch data from the backend and to manipulate (mutate) it. 

Offline mode/caching functionality is also provided out of the box. 

Redux is a state container module based on the Flux architecture. It helps 

teams write applications that behave consistently, run in different 

environments and are easy to test. On top of that, it provides a great 

developer experience, such as live code editing combined with a time 

traveling debugger.

These two libraries are also a very popular choice for web React projects. 

Redux and Apollo Client


